MOVIE TRIVIA QUESTIONS: GRADES 1 - 3

ACTION MOVIE QUESTIONS

1. In *The Lego Movie* what is Vitruvius’ staff made of?
2. Where does Hiro live in *Big Hero 6*?
3. Why can’t Toothless fly after Hiccup caught him in *How to Train Your Dragon*?
4. What is Mr. Incredibles super power in *The Incredibles*?
5. Who turns into a bear in *Brave*?
6. How old is Juni in the *Spy Kids Movie*?
7. Who wants to go to Hollywood in *Teen Titans Go! To the Movies*?

FAMILY MOVIE QUESTIONS

1. Who is the teacher in *Finding Nemo*?
2. What store did Anna go to in *Frozen*?
3. Why is Sulley expelled from *Monsters University*?
4. What are Margo, Edith and Agnes selling when Gru meets them in *Despicable Me*?
5. Where do Sadness and Joy get sucked into in *Inside Out*?
6. What does Moana find in the ocean when she is a little girl?
7. How does Dorothy go to the Oz in the *Wizard of Oz*?
8. Why does Harry Potter have a lightening bolt on his forehead in *Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone*?
9. Why did Belle stay with the Beast in *Beauty and the Beast*?
**MUSICAL MOVIE QUESTIONS**

1. What sport does Troy play in *High School Musical*?
2. What fairytale land does Giselle live in before she is plunged into the human world in *Enchanted*?
3. Why did Ariel lose her voice in *The Little Mermaid*?
4. Who said, “A spoon full of sugar makes the medicine go down,” in *Mary Poppins*?
5. Who does Cyrus let pretend to be Truth in *Let It Shine*?
6. Who is the little orphan that ends of living with Mr. Warbucks?
7. Who is the Russian princess that gets cursed by Rasputin?

**SPOOKY MOVIE QUESTIONS**

1. Who is Jack Skellington in *The Nightmare Before Christmas*?
2. Why does Mr. Nebbercracker want to keep kids off his lawn in *Monster House*?
3. Who blows up the house in *Monster House*?
4. Who did the boxtrolls supposedly eat in *The Boxtrolls*?
5. What do they use buttons for in *Coraline*?
6. Who does Victor Frankenstein reanimate in *Frankenweenie*?
7. Who is Norman’s friend in *ParaNorman*?
8. What does Norman see in *ParaNorman* that everyone else can’t?
MOVIE TRIVIA ANSWERS: GRADES 1–3

ACTION MOVIE ANSWERS
1. Answer: Lollipop stick
2. Answer: San Fransokyo
3. Answer: He’s missing part of his tail.
4. Answer: Strength
5. Answer: Queen Elinor and Prince Harris, Hubert and Hamish
6. Answer: 9
7. Answer: Robin

FAMILY MOVIE ANSWERS
1. Answer: Mr. Ray
2. Answer: Wandering Oaken’s Trading Post and Sauna
3. Answer: For sneaking in to the human world.
4. Answer: Cookies
5. Answer: Storage in long-term memory
6. Answer: Pounamu stone
7. Answer: She is sucked up by a tornado.
8. Answer: He was hit by a killing curse.
9. Answer: To protect her father.

MUSICAL MOVIE ANSWERS
1. Answer: Basketball
2. Answer: Andalasia
3. Answer: So she could become human.
4. Answer: Mary Poppins
5. Answer: His best friend Kris
6. Answer: Annie
7. Answer: Anastasia

SPOOKY MOVIE ANSWERS
1. Answer: Pumpkin King
2. Answer: The house doesn’t like kids because it is possessed by his wife’s spirit.
3. Answer: D.J.
4. Answer: Eggs
5. Answer: Eyes
6. Answer: Sparky
7. Answer: Neil
8. Answer: Ghosts